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Catalan Pareixer and Mereixer;
Coromines's Etymological Theory Reexamined
Kozue Kobayashi
In Diccionari etimologic i complementari de la llengua catalana
(DECLC) , as the etyma of pareixer "to seem" and mereixer "to
v - v
deserve", Coromines gave PARESCERE and ·MERESCERE(sic)
respectively (see DECLC s. v. parer and mereixer). This theory was
already shown in Diccionari Catala- Valencia-Balear (DCVB). On the
other hand, Romanisches etymologisches Worterbuch a(REwa) says
that the etymon of mereixer is MERERE. (As for pareixer, REwa
holds the same theory as that of CorominesJ
The present writer doubts the validity of Coromines's theory for
either word, and wishes to suggest a theory that their etyma were
- -
PARERE and MERERE respectively, G.d. verb forms without the
"Latin inchoative infix" -SC-) , and the forms pareixer and mereixer
were the result of the secondary change in Catalan.
The theory to posit the inchoative forms PARESCERE and
'MERESCERE as the etyma of the two Catalan verbs is challenged
for three reasons; Catalan sources for the words in question do not
give enough evidence; Examination of Latin inchoative-conjugation
verbs leads to contradictory conclusion; Resources we might collect
from other Romance languages do not support it.
I. Attestations of forms of pareixer and mereixer; In fact,
Coromines's description itself in DECLC may lead the reader to
doubt that these two verbs have the direct heredity of so-called
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Latin inchoative verbs, SInce neither of them was found in the
earliest Catalan texts.
As for pareixer, the first attestations of the forms which
concern us are not the descendants of PARESCERE, but of P,ARERE.
For ex~mple, in 'Vides de Sants Rossellone~es, the Catalan version of
Legenda Aurea, attributed by Coromines to the date. between 1275
and 1300, we see only forms from parer; i.d. par (47r2, 56vO I parra
(45v2), paregues (56v2)(l). Coromines says that pareixer secured a
position, at least in its infinitive and present forms, only at the end
of the 15th century (DECLC s.v. parer).
As for mereixer, its forms started to appear earlier than
pareixer (ip Ramon Llull's writings, we find merexer, meresc,
merexem, merexia etc.), but still in the earliest texts they were in
concurrence with those from merir «MERERE). For example, above
mentioned Vides de Sants Rosselloneses has forms mer, mereys,
meria, merist, meri, meris, merit, all of which are from merir
<MERERE. It is especially interesting that in this Vides, when we
see forms which suggest to be from mereixer, (i.d. merescuda (11r1) ,
meresquist (73r1) , meresch (250r1)), they are always found in a later
manuscript. This fact shows that, in the days of Vides de Sants
Rosselloneses and later, the phenomenon to derive verb forms with
inchoative infix was going on in Catalan, and tells us that we had
better be careful in considering a Latin etymon which already had
the inchoative infix.
II. Examination of the Latin-Romance inchoative conjugation;
Also, the alleged Latin etyma lack the authenticity of being in use
in the Vulgar Latin era; ·MERESCERE has never been attested, and
PARESCERE has been attested very seldom, and then only after the
5th century A.D.
We can cast doubt on the reality of these forms from the
typological point of view, too, because we know that in Latin the
inchoative derivation from the second conjugation was productive
only when it accompanied the simultaneous prefixation (para-
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synthesis; e. g. derivation of CONVALESCERE "to get better",
EVALESCERE "to grow", INVALESCERE "to become stronger" etc.
from VALERE "to be strong"), and the derivations without
.parasynthesis like PARERE > PARESCERE were few, and came
later, and in many cases they were an artificial phenomenon (see
Sittle:471-478). The Romance forms pareixer and mereixer can.not be
learned words, and we have to be careful in positing a learned form
- -
as an etymon. Furthermore, both PARERE "to appear" and MERERE
"to obtain" have inchoative aspects In their signification, therefore
they lack the semantic necessity to take the inchoative infix.
Inchoative derivation in Latin was both a morphological and a
semantic change, while that of the Romance languages was only
morphological. The presence of some Romance words notwith-
standing, we cannot take it for granted that PARESCERE
and ·MERESCERE were in use in the pre-Romance era; there is
room to consider another possibility.
There IS another factor which induces us to reconsider the
etymology of these two verbs; among the Catalan verbs which have
endings in -ixer, pareixer and mereixer occupy a particular position
together with ireixer "to get angry". We find their cognates only in
a few of the languages (for the first, French paral tre, Old Occitan
pareisser, and Spanish and Portuguese parecer; for the second,
Sardinian (Logudorese) mereskere and Spanish and Portuguese
merecer; for ire ixer, Old French iraistre and Old Occitan iraisser) ,
while as for the others, i.e. neixer "to be born", peixer "to feed",
creixer "to grow", coneixer "to know" and their derivative forms, at
least their basic verbs, are attested in all the Romance languages
with a clear trace of the original Latin inchoative conjugation; in
Spanish - nacer, pacer, crecer, conocer; in Portuguese - nascer,
pascer, crescer, conhecer; in French - naUre, paltre, croltre, con-
naltre; in Italian - nascere, pascere, crescere, conoscere; in Old
Occitan -naisser, paisser, creisser, conoisser; in Sardinian (Logudorese)
-naskere, paskere, kreskere, konoskere; in Rumanian -na$te, pa$te,
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/lorgscis
flo rgscit
/lorescimus
/loresci tis
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cre$te, cunoa$te; In Rhaeto-Romance CFriulian) - nasi, pasi, kre si,
kuiiosi.
We should not dismiss the conservation of four inchoative verbs
·NASCERE«NASCI), PASCERE, CRESCERE, and COGNOSCERE in
all the Romance languages as mere coincidence. If we examine the
history of Latin-Romance inchoative conjugation closely, it will
become all the more clear why these four retained (and augmented)
the inchoative elements in their conjugation while many other
inchoative verbs either vanished or (in languages other than Spanish
and Portuguese) changed their conj ugations drastically.
The history of Latin-Romance inchoative conjugation, in other
words, the origin of the so-called Romance inchoative conjugation
(i.e. the conjugation type of Italian fin ire , French finir, Catalan
partir etc. which shows a particular infix-like element in some of
their forms; e.g. finisco, finisci, finisce, finiamo, finite, fini§E.ono)
is, in the concerned literature, either left without the clearest
elucidation (e.g. Menendez-Pidal 1987:325, Badia i Margarit:343,
Malkiel, Bee: 390, Brunot: 196, Nyrop: 51-52, Hall: 200-201), or given a
long explanation which cannot be said to be flawless (e.g. Bourciez:78-
79, 217-218, Elcock: 126-127, 136-139, Meyer-Lubke: 268-271, Grandgent:
173-174, Lausberg: 268-276, Maurer; as for the criticisms of their
theories, see Kobayashi:402-404).
The present writer has already presented a new theory about the
formation of the Romance inehoative conjugation, which goes as
follows:
First, in all over Romania, the Latin inchoative verbs except for
those four C·NASCERE, PASCERE, CRESCERE, COGNOSCERE), a
stress shift occured;
/lorgsco
florgscis
/lorgscit
/lorgscimus
/lorgscit is
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flor~scunt flor~scunt
(underlines indicate the stress position)
In the second stage, two different morphological changes occured
except in Sardinian, where no further change took place; one In
Spanish and Portuguese, and the other in the remaining area.
In Spanish and Portuguese, the system became -~sco, -~sces,
-~scet, -esc~mus, -esc~tis, -~scent, with the infinitive -esc~re, and then
to the system we see now G.d. -ezco, -eces, -ece, -ecemos, -eceis, -ecen
in Spanish), while in the remaining languages except Sardinian, there
occured a difference because of the change in the concept of the
ending, and the new system -~sco, -~scis, -~scit, -jmus, -jtis, -~Scunt
was born, which changed to the current system. (This new theory is
described in detail in Kobayashi).
It will not be difficult to recognize the reason why the four
verbs above mentioned did not follow the same path In
morphological change. These four all belong to the small "root
verb" class among the Latin inchoative verbs along with POSCERE,
MISCERE, VESCI, DISCERE, QUIESCERE, REMINISCI, ULCISCI,
PACISCI, EXPERGISCI, FRUNISCI, OCQUINISCERE, and CONQUI-
NISCERE, while all the other many inchoatives were either results of
derivation from other verbs, adjectives or nouns, or of· artificial
coinage. Accordingly, these root verbs are all older than the
derivative verbs(2), and in these, the element -SC- could not be
regarded as a mere infix to be added or removed according to
semantic or phonological variation as we see in the cases of
derivative inchoative verbs like RUBESCERE "to become red" from
RUBERE "to be red". Therefore, when those four root verbs
survived, they retained the original conjugation model. Considering
this condition, we had better be more careful in assuming the
survival of Latin inchoative verbs like PARESCERE or "MERESCERE
which do not fit in the root verb category.
ill. Descendants of PARESCERE and "MERESCERE in other
Romance languages?; Furthermore, when we examine the alleged
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descendants of PARESCERE and "MERESCERE in languages other
than Catalan, we find more factors which will make us ~qually
cautious in endorsing the theory.
First, Old Occitan pareisser lacks the power to prove its OrIgm
from PARESCERE. In either Raynouard or Levy, we cannot find the
infinitive form pareisser; the attested infinitives are always parer.
True, we have indicative present 3rd person singular forms pareis
and pareys (alongside par), 3rd person plural pareisson (alongside
paron) and present participle pareissen, all of which strongly suggest
the presence of pareisser. Also, the form pareisser appears in the
literature in the later era, anyway, and in the modern Occitan
dialects, pareisse is more or less the standard infinitive form.
However, these facts are not decisive enough to prove its origin
from PARESCERE; the forms quoted could be all analogical
formation.
Al though we cannot falsify the presence of PARESCERE, we
know one fact which almost certainly proves that pareisser was the
secondary formation from parer; in Old Occitan, the future forms
of alleged parer/pareisser complex were always parra, parran etc.,
while naisser had naissera, paisser had paissera, creisser had
creissera and conOlsser had conoissera (and iraisser had iraissera) (3) •
We cannot possibly assume the morphological change from
"pareissera or "pareissra to parra because it is in the opposite
direction to the change in general. We have to conclude that when
the Romance synthetic system of future tense, i.d. infinitive form +
HABEO, HABES etc., was born, infinitive form pareisser did not
exist in Old Occitan.
Then we may be allowed to theorize that the conjugated forms
pareis and pareisson were due to the "inchoative" derivation of par
and paron,. a phenomenon quite common In all the Romance
languages (al though we must admit the vowel -ei- of -eis and -eisson
is foreign to Old Occitan inchoative forms, and needs a specific
explanation), and the infinitive pareisser is a later analogical
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formation on the basis of these infixed forms. It' this .theory is
admitted, then we can imagine the same process in Catalan; first,
the inchoative derivation pareix and pareixen from par and paren,
then the analogical change of infinitive form from parer to pareixer,
and the final levelization of the conjugated forms with -ix- as we
see it now.
On the other hand, French paraZtre's history is older than the
case of its Occitan counterpart; pareistre is attested in Passion du
Christ (circa 980) and in Benoit de Sainte-Maure (l2th century).
But, even then, it is not enough to verify PARESCERE. According
to von Wartburg, this form was extremely rare compared to paroir
(pareir) , and it disappeared afterward. Von Wartburg considers
parestre or paroistre, which reappeared in the 16th century, to be
loan words from the southwest dialect of Occitan (see Franzosisches
etymologischesWorterbuch s. v. parere).
In Spanish: the situation is very different. We find parescen in
one of the earliest documentations, i.d. Glosas Emilianenses of the
middle. of the 10th century, and there is not a single element to
prove the existence of the forms which must come from PARERE as
in French, Old Occitan and Catalan. Nevertheless, the present writer
believes, we can at least point to the possibility that parecer might
have been the derivative form of "parer from PARE RE, not the
descendant of PARESCERE, since the new verbal formation in -cer
was very productive in Spanish anyway.
In El Cantar del Mio Cyd (in the first half of the 12th
century), we find forms escarniremos (2551) and escarner;e (3706),
which suggest two different infinitive forms escarnir and escarnecer
respectively(~). Also, we see couples like remanec;io (1414) and remanga
(1807), fallir (2224) and fallesr;ere (258), gradesco (217) and gradimos
(2860). This means that, in Mio Cyd, original verbs (escamir,
remaner, fallir and gradir) coexisted with their derivative forms
(escarnecer, remanecer, fallecer and gradecer, respectively). We see
that the trend to derive augmented forms in -cer from -ir or -er,
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which would come to be more common later, started in a very early
stage.
Then we can hypothesize that as for parecer, the derivation from
*parer had been completed before the age of Glosas Emilianenses. To
verify this hypothesis, we can cite forms as Old Spanish acabecer
«*ACCAPERE), empedecer / empeecer «IMPEDIRE)(S), amortecer
«ADMORTIRE) (6) • These verbs must have passed a stage of the
forms in -ir C*acabir, ·empedir or ·empeir(7) , and ·amortir respectively)
before they came to have the present forms in -cer, but their earlier
forms have never been attested.
The aforementioned is only guess work. However, we know at
least one possible motivation for this morphological change. In
Spanish (along with Portuguese and Friulian), Latin PARIO/PARERE
"to bring forth". survived as parir. Parir must have had
homonymous collision with parer in several cases, and it could have
accelerated the morphological change of the latter to parecer faster
than in other similar derivations.
For Spanish parecer, we can safely conclude two things; (0
typologically it was possible that ·parer had changed to parecer
before the first documentation of the language, and there was a
motivation for the change; (2) we don't have any form which could
not but come from PARESCERE. On the other hand, the assumed
etymon PARESCERE can hardly prove by itself that it was in use;
on the contrary, its reality depends mostly on its assumed
descendants in Romance languages, while any of the "descendants"
cannot conclusively prove the heritage by themselves. This is a
vicious circle. The likeliest solution of this vicious circle is, the
present writer believes, to deny the reality of PARESCERE.
As for *MERESCERE, we face a paradox. While • MERESCERE
has never been attested, its alleged Romance descendants seem to
have less negative factors than in the case of PARESCERE. We have
already seen that Catalan mereixer had appeared earlier than
pareixer.
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In Sardinian, we see a number of verbs in -eskere (Logudorese)
or -esiri (Campidanese), and a part of them can safely claim the
heredity from the Latin inchoatives (albeskere<ALBESCERE,
arreskere < HAERESCERE, abboreskere < ABHORRESCERE, inkrue-
skere <INCRUDESCERE, and the four mentioned above In
Logudorese, pudesiri<PUTESCERE and arboresiri<ARBORESCERE
in Campidanese) (see Wagner: 132-133). Accordingly, mereskere is
generally thought to fall under this category, too.
Spanish merecer was attested since the early Spanish texts (e.g.
in Mio Cyd, we find merec;er (197), merec;e (1126), meresca (2338)
etc.), and in this case, we don't see any factor which could have
accelerated the morphological change from ·merer to merecer except
for the general condition that the verbs in -er were less stable in
their conjugation type than those in -ar and -ir.
The question is whether the examples in Spanish and Sardinian
are enough to prove the heredity of the Catalan mereixer from
•MERESCERE. Sardinian is an isolated language among the Romance
family, so, its form mereskere does not necessarily support the
theory that its counterpart in Catalan or in Spanish had the same
origin. In Spanish, on the other hand, there has always been a
tendancy to make new forms in -cer. We can perceive the same
tendency in Sardinian, too, because Logudorese dialect has forms
ammustreskere and assabeskere, for which we cannot suppose the
etyma ·ADMORTESCERE or • (AD)SAPESCERE (even when we have
Spanish amortecer for the first). We cannot deny the possibility
that all the forms merexer, merecer, mereskere were the results of
each independant development.
As we saw above, Meyer-Lubke did not think it necessary to
assume there was a form like ·MERESCERE, though he did not
bother to clarify how MERERE had changed to the R0Il?-ance forms.
The present writer does not have the answer to this question as yet,
but wishes to take the same position as Meyer-Liibke's.
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Notes
(0 Forms of aparer are more abundant: aparer, apar, aparia,
aparran, aparec, aparegut etc. The text used is Vides de Sants
Rosselloneses, 3vols., ed. by Ch. S. M. Kniazzeh and E. J.
Neugaard, Barcelona: Fundaci6 Salvador Vives Casajuana, 1977.
(2) Though NASCI has no inchoative cognates in other Indo-European
languages, GNOSCEHE, PASCEHE, CRESCERE have ones 1n
Greek and Hittite.
(3) In modern Occitan dialects, the future forms have been levelled with
the infix, but in literary Occitan, they still retain the original
forms as pareirai etc. See Ronjat, 308.
(4) The text used is Cantar de mio Cid 8 t 1987 (text by H. Mencndez-
Pidal and A. Reyes), Collecci6n austral.
(5) Menendez-Pidal's theory 0986:263) to assume lmp~ (d)l scere as the
etymon of empeecer cannot possibly be admitted.
(6) This last example was taken from REW3 • Coromines relates a
different theory.
(7) Impedir is a learned form.
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